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below are the various engineering fields or areas of engineering. please click on the below link to
access the full engineering education pack. please note that this is a large file and will take a few
minutes to download. this is the first of the three engineering education packs on this page. this
software engineering education pack is designed for aspirants to the bachelor of computer
applications (bca) program. students of bca are usually not directly admitted to an undergraduate
programme, and are instead admitted to bsc (hons) or ba (hons) programmes. however, bca
students are usually able to transfer to the engineering programs at the bachelor level. this
document is the first of the three on this page. it contains the educational requirements for the bca
program and highlights the various fields and sub-fields of software engineering. it also includes a
brief description of the general curricular program, and the “programme of study” document. this
document is intended to provide a general overview of the bachelor’s degree programs in computer
science and engineering. it includes an overview of the bachelor of computer applications program.
the document is designed to help all software engineering aspirants who are admitted to the
bachelor of computer applications (bca) program. note: the document provides an overview of the
curricular program and highlights the various fields and sub-fields of software engineering. it also
includes a brief description of the general curricular program, and the “programme of study”
document.
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